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Under Saturn's Shadow 1994 saturn was the roman god who ate his childern to stop them from
usurping his power men have been psychologically and spiritually wounded by this legacy hollis offers
a rich perspective on the secrets men carry in their hearts
The Wounded Body 2000-01-01 explores the wounded body in literature from homer to toni morrison
examining how it functions archetypally as both a cultural metaphor and a poetic image
Wound of Knowledge 2003-07-25 in this classic treatise on christian spirituality rowan williams
takes us with a new eye along a road marked out by paul john ignatius irenaeus clement of alexandria
origen athanasius basil gregory of nyssa augustine and finally to luther and st john of the cross the
wound of knowledge is a penetrating psychological and intellectual analysis of christian spirituality
The Wound of Knowledge 1991 in this classic treatise on christian spirituality rowan williams takes
us with a new eye along a road marked out by paul john ignatius irenaeus clement of alexandria
origen athanasius basil gregory of nyssa augustine and finally to luther and st john of the cross the
wound of knowledge is a penetrating psychological and intellectual analysis of christian spirituality
The Primal Wound 1997-01-01 argues that a primal wounding of the human spirit occurs in earliest
human life that disrupts fundamental relationships and leads to anxiety loneliness and alienation and
shows how this wounding can be redeemed through therapy and through living one s life differently
The Deeper Wound 2001-12-18 the author of how to know god provides help for healing deep
trauma whenever it arises so we may find peace in ourselves and in our world terror came from the
sky and afterward the world would never be the same september 11 2001 defined tragedy for a
generation on that day deepak chopra found himself driving from city to city meeting thousands of
people who begged for meaning and solace in the face of suffering in response he has written the
deeper wound offering a way of healing as a memorial to the thousands of victims who perished the
opening section in the face of tragedy defines suffering as the pain that threatens to make life
meaningless when our deepest needs go unfulfilled suffering begins we begin to heal when we go
beyond personal anger and fear to a realization of our true self the self that was never afraid and can
never be wounded the true self contains the light that no darkness can attack having described a
path of awareness and compassion that leads to the light the second half of the deeper wound takes
us there through a hundred days of healing daily affirmations exercises insights lessons and questions
each a step out of pain toward a higher reality we can become living memorials to tragedy by
restoring the power of life writes deepak chopra you are that life you are that power let us see if we
can find the spark that will make the spiritual flame spring up healing yourself comes in two stages
first releasing the energy of suffering then replacing it with the soul s energy it is a gentle and fragile
path very much like holding on to a thread as it leads you from step to step if you take the time to
listen to the voice of silence you will be astonished at the power you have at your command however
long that power has been overlooked a portion of the proceeds earned by the author and publisher
from the sale of this book will be donated to the red cross to aid in humanitarian relief efforts around
the world
Still Bleeding from the Wound 2016-03-01 a perfect amalgam of irony wit and wry humour still
bleeding from the wound is a collection of stories from the greatest living tamil writer ashokamitran s
deceptively simple narratives take the reader deep into the poignant struggles waged by ordinary
middle class men and women for survival dignity and a hint of moral grace his nuanced prose is richly
diverse in the range of characters and situations they portray marking him as a master storyteller of
our times
Perfect Love, Imperfect Relationships 2005-12-27 while most of us have moments of loving freely
and openly it is often hard to sustain this where it matters most in our intimate relationships why if
love is so great and powerful are human relationships so challenging and difficult if love is the source
of happiness and joy why is it so hard to open to it fully and let it govern our lives in this book john
welwood addresses these questions and shows us how to overcome the most fundamental obstacle
that keeps us from experiencing love s full flowering in our lives perfect love imperfect relationships
begins by showing how all our relational problems arise out of a universal core wounding around love
that affects not only our personal relationships but the quality of life in our world as a whole this



wounding shows up as a pervasive mood of unlove a deep sense that we are not intrinsically lovable
just as we are and this shuts down our capacity to trust so that even though we may hunger for love
we have difficulty opening to it and letting it circulate freely through us this book takes the reader on
a powerful journey of healing and transformation that involves learning to embrace our humanness
and appreciate the imperfections of our relationships as trail markers along the path to great love it
sets forth a process for releasing deep seated grievances we hold against others for not loving us
better and against ourselves for not being better loved and it shows how our longing to be loved can
magnetize the great love that will free us from looking to others to find ourselves written with
penetrating realism and a fresh lyrical style that honors the subtlety and richness of our relationship
to love itself this revolutionary book offers profound and practical guidance for healing our lives as
well as our embattled world
The Unhealed Wound 2015-08-18 kennedy a psychologist former priest and a leading catholic author
and scholar addresses one of the most compelling yet undiscussed issues in the church human
sexuality the unhealed wound is a penetrating and insightful study of the unresolved conflicts
catholics face regarding both their sexuality and spirituality deep conflicts which grow more and more
serious as they remain unaddressed within the church he astutely yet respectfully takes to task a
faith that despite the reality of erotic love as a natural and human aspect of life itself condemns birth
control marriage for priests and sex outside of marriage the unhealed wound also examines the
church s formidable hierarchy challenging those clerics who uphold papal edicts unthinkingly
articulately postulating our need not only to understand but celebrate our own sexuality this book will
engender both controversy and heated dialogue among today s scholars students and believers of
catholicism
Healing the Soul Wound 2019 this groundbreaking book provides guidance to counselors working with
native peoples and other vulnerable populations including an important new chapter devoted to
working with veterans the second edition presents case materials that illustrate effective intervention
strategies for prevalent problems including substance abuse intergenerational trauma and
internalized oppression
Wound 2023-09-05 for fans of maggie nelson and eileen myles the lyrical and deeply moving story of
a young queer woman s journey across russia to inter her mother s ashes and to understand her
sexuality femininity and grief from one of russia s most exciting new voices wound follows a young
lesbian poet on a journey from moscow to her hometown in siberia where she has promised to bury
her mother s ashes woven throughout this fascinating travel narrative are harrowing and at times
sublime memories of her childhood and her sexual and artistic awakening as she carefully documents
her grief and interrogates her past the narrator of oksana vasyakina s autobiographical novel
meditates on queerness death and love and finds new words for understanding her relationship with
her mother her country her sexuality and her identity as an artist a sensual whip smart account of the
complicated dynamics of queer life in present day siberia and moscow wound is also in conversation
with feminist thinkers and artists including susan sontag louise bourgeois and monique wittig locating
vasyakina s work in a rich and exciting international literary tradition
One Wound for Another 2005 violence is a steadily increasing feature of modern when a doctor is
called to a scene of death wounds society caused by devices such as motor vehicles indus may
readily be visible on the corpse his careful exam trial equipment and aircraft which are fabricated by
ination and interpretation of the injuries can provide man or caused by man himself there are few
practi valuable assistance to the police in the early stages of tioners of medicine who will not
encounter wounding any investigation that may follow he may be able to in some form in the course
of a lifetime of practice say that the wound was self inflicted or he may think most wounds will require
his skills in treatment others that the wound had been inflicted homicidally the demand interpretation
because the appearance of the events that follow such interpretations are clearly very wound itself
and the pattern in which wounds may be different so far as the police are concerned for this arranged
can provide much information about the ways and other reasons a detailed knowledge of wounds and
in which they have been caused for example the wounding is an essential part of medical training



grouping and position of wounds can suggest whether scientific investigation of the whole subject of
trauma the injuries were inflicted accidentally suicidally or in has been advancing very slowly over the
years
While Opening the Wound 2012-12-06 the golden bough in 2 volumes is a wide ranging
comparative study of mythology and religion written by the scottish anthropologist sir james george
frazer that made a substantial influence on contemporary european literature and thought frazer
attempted to define the shared elements of religious belief and scientific thought discussing fertility
rites human sacrifice the dying god the scapegoat and many other symbols and practices whose
influences had extended into 20th century culture his thesis is that old religions were fertility cults
that revolved around the worship and periodic sacrifice of a sacred king frazer proposed that mankind
progresses from magic through religious belief to scientific thought this carefully crafted good press
ebook is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents
Colour Atlas of Wounds and Wounding 2023-12-18 find peace with your mother wound with nervous
system regulating practices rituals and journaling prompts to peel back the layers of soul wounds and
awaken rooted wholeness in this work i undertook to honor the mystery magic and the unseen
elements of transforming core wounding because life is so much more than what can be quantified
through linear science it is also your multi dimensionality your humanity and spirituality let us explore
together monika carless founded in earth based spirituality and mysticism transforming the mother
wound is for anyone who seeks a gentle path to self healing this book is organized to help you in
remembering the self finding reconciliation with the mother archetype processing grief and
generational trauma and learning rituals for re birthing its dynamic exploration is focused on
transformation at a cellular intergenerational level with interactive pages that invite you to participate
in your healing journey through this journey you may find that your creativity intuition and connection
to yourself and all life forms is deepened embodied and aligned you will embark on a new path one of
embracing the medicine of past wounds and becoming fearlessly oneself
The Golden Bough: A Study in Comparative Religion (Vol. 1&2) 2024-03-12 like restoring a
vintage painting to its original splendor god seeks to restore his father position with us but this
process can be hindered when we see him through the distorted image of our earthly fathers since
most people come from less than perfect homes it is often difficult to see god the way he wants us to
see him as a loving father many of us are living out the legacy of father wounds inflicted during our
childhood healing the father wound is the perfect tool for anyone wanting to learn how to move
forward toward emotional and spiritual maturity regardless of their past
Transforming the Mother Wound 2014-04-23 when the united states and other powers declined to
help fight fascist power at the onset of the spanish civil war forty thousand private citizens from fifty
two countries rallied to join the international brigade s defense of the spanish republic born out of the
struggle between fascism and democracy and considered the first battle of world war ii the spanish
civil war holds tremendous ideological significance and has inspired a remarkable range of american
poetry the wound and the dream represents the sixty year tradition of american poetic responses to
the spanish civil war and provides an overview of progressive american poetry as a whole four of the
featured poets alvah bessie william lindsay gresham james neugass and edwin rolfe were members of
the international brigade their poetry appears alongside lesser known works by some of the greatest
american poets of the twentieth century including wallace stevens edna st vincent millay randall
jarrell langston hughes and philip levine cary nelson s introduction discusses the collective nature of
the poems puts them in their international context and provides a sturdy framework for interpreting
the spanish civil war as a historical conjecture that has dramatically altered the ways we read and
write poetry the book also includes a brief biography of each poet and a glossary of related terms
Healing the Father Wound 2002 silence scary inviting or both what do you do with silence and
what if silence was a language we could learn to read hear and even speak this book invites you to
tune the eyes and ears of your heart to the cadences of silence enter into conversations with silence
as you are taken on an odyssey venture into the australian bush trek deep into the red desert
encounter shadows and desert dwellers you will also delve into the tiny houses of everyday silences



and receive their gifts of hospitality and stumbling into that other territory where silence becomes a
death threat or survival an orchard can show you the fruit of life beginning again conversations with
silence takes you to the rosetta stone of an ancient forgotten language a language some have called
god or the soul immerse yourself in the silent realm of mystics musicians poets and pilgrims of every
path these are our companions as we explore the nuanced vocabulary of the worlds of silences and
join in the conversation with a new voice
The Wound and the Dream 2021-01-08 this book offers a new reading of early modern romance in the
light of historically contemporary accounts of mind and specifically the medical tradition of love
melancholy the book argues that the medical profile of the melancholic lover provides an essential
context for understanding the characteristic patterns of romance narrative deferral epistemological
uncertainty and the endless quest for a quasi phantasmic beloved unlike many recent studies of
romance this book establishes a detailed historical basis for investigating the psychological structure
of romance wells begins by tracing the development of the medical disorder first known in the latin
west as amor hereos lovesickness from its earliest roots in greek and arabic medicine to its
translation into the latin medical tradition drawing on this detailed historical material the book
considers three important early modern romances ariosto s orlando furioso tasso s gerusalemme
liberata and spenser s the faerie queene concluding with a brief consideration of the significance of
this literary and medical legacy for romanticism most broadly the interdisciplinary nature of this study
allows the author to investigate the central critical problem of early modern subjectivity in
substantially new ways
Conversations with Silence 2007-01-03 shadow ochoa is lying low in the western kansas territory
waiting for his fellow texas rangers the hell s eight brotherhood to clear his name that is until he s
unjustly strung up for horse thieving and pretty fei yen intervenes invoking a seldom used law the
exotic lady prospector claims shadow as her husband and rides off with the bridegroom shackled to
her buckboard savvy fearless fei is single mindedly devoted to her hidden claim and all it promises
wealth security and freedom a husband is just a necessary inconvenience and a name on paper to
hold the claim she cannot shadow isn t a man to take orders from anyone especially from lovely fei
except that the daily friction between them ignites into nightly blazes of all consuming passion soon
shadow is dreaming a little himself of the life they could have if only fei could see past the lure of
independence if only bounty hunters weren t closing in on him if only he s left standing when the
impending showdown has ended
The Secret Wound 2014-08-01 a four part novel about men from a small french town who fought in
the algerian war for independence and the effect the war still has on them 40 years later
Shadow's Stand 2015-01-01 deep wound is a bloody and romance story by reza taheri bashar that
tells the old tale of greed and love and grudge and revenge that tells the story of conspiracy and
spiteful and betrayal a conspiracy that destroy a great noble family little by little this book is a rare
and truly different book
The Wound 2001 schiller s wound is an exciting work that will not only entice scholars but also serve
as a useful resource for instructors who wish to reintroduce this important writer into their curricula as
the 200th anniversary of schiller s death approaches it will provide an invaluable context for further
discussions of his work and its impact book jacket
Deep Wound 2009-11-24 the breathtaking new nick stone thriller from the bestselling author of
bravo two zero opportunity three tons of saddam hussein s gold in an unguarded warehouse in dubai
for two of nick stone s closest ex sas comrades it should have been the perfect victimless crime
doublecross but when the robbery goes devastatingly wrong only stone can identify his friends killer
and track him down payback stone s quest for revenge becomes a terrifying journey to the heart of a
chilling conspiracy to which he and a beautiful russian investigative journalist unwittingly hold the key
packed with wild action daily telegraph
Schiller's Wound 2010-10-01 in this boldly interpretive narrative william mckee evans tells the story
of america s paradox of democracy entangled with a centuries old system of racial oppression this
racial system of interacting practices and ideas first justified black slavery then after the civil war



other forms of coerced black labor and today black poverty and unemployment at three historical
moments a crisis in the larger society opened political space for idealists to challenge the racial
system during the american revolution then during the irrepressible conflict ending in the civil war
and finally during the cold war and the colonial liberation movements each challenge resulted in an
historic advance but none swept clean many african americans remain segregated in jobless ghettoes
with dilapidated schools and dismal prospects in an increasingly polarized class society evans sees a
new crisis looming in a convergence of environmental disaster endless wars and economic collapse
which may again open space for a challenge to the racial system african americans with their memory
of their centuries old struggle against oppressors appear uniquely placed to play a central role
Exit Wound 2022-03-15 by the mid 1980s public opinion in the ussr had begun to turn against soviet
involvement in afghanistan the soviet afghan war 1979 1989 had become a long painful and
unwinnable conflict one that mikhail gorbachev referred to as a bleeding wound in a 1986 speech the
eventual decision to withdraw soviet troops from afghanistan created a devastating ripple effect
within soviet society that this book argues became a major factor in the collapse of the soviet union in
this comprehensive survey of the effects of the war on soviet society and politics yaacov ro i analyzes
the opinions of soviet citizens on a host of issues connected with the war and documents the systemic
change that would occur when soviet leadership took public opinion into account the war and the
difficulties that the returning veterans faced undermined the self esteem and prestige of the soviet
armed forces and provided ample ammunition for media correspondents who sought to challenge the
norms of the soviet system through extensive analysis of soviet newspapers and interviews
conducted with soviet war veterans and regular citizens in the early 1990s ro i argues that the effects
of the war precipitated processes that would reveal the inbuilt limitations of the soviet body politic
and contribute to the dissolution of the ussr by 1991
Open Wound 2020-03-06 this book introduces readers to the latest developments regarding
pressure injury wounds diabetic wounds and negative pressure wound therapy the first part
exclusively deals with wounds from pressure ulcers describing in detail their prevention classification
and treatment in turn chapters addressing diabetic wounds form the middle part of the book here the
authors provide guidance on the medication and treatment e g stem cells laser of patients suffering
from this disease the book s last part which focuses on negative pressure wound therapy addresses
all major aspects of this approach reflecting the latest research illustrated with a wealth of high
quality pictures throughout the book offers a unique resource for both beginners and experienced
plastic surgeons
The Bleeding Wound 2010-10-06 award winning peace journalist robert c koehler provocatively
trespasses beyond consensus thinking and settled boundaries of conventional reporting into the risky
realms of secular spirituality and the human heart in the process he breaks down walls separating
news from caring in courage grows strong at the wound koehler takes you on a journey that begins
with his own grief losing his wife to cancer in 1998 through the events that shaped our young
tumultuous century culminating in the experience of an iraq war veteran speaking at the winter
soldier hearings in washington d c describing what it s like to look through the sights of a rifle at a six
year old iraqi boy this spellbinding book is a plea for sanity and disarmament a celebration of the
wonder of life and a cry of faith in an empowering love that can save us koehler has received
thousands of letters over the years from readers who were moved sometimes to tears by his piercing
prayerful essays
Pressure Injury, Diabetes and Negative Pressure Wound Therapy 1962 field service
regulations 100 5 operations provides that coordinated action of all arms and services is essential to
success it is success this volume relates the part played by the army medical service during world war
ii and in briefer fashion during the korean war
Courage Grows Strong at the Wound 2020-04-28 named a best international crime novel of the year
by crimereads and a best book of the year by popmatters from the acclaimed author of a million
drops an engrossing psychological thriller that traces a widower s descent into the seedy underbelly
of madrid eduardo quintana s life lost all meaning when his wife and daughter were killed in a tragic



accident the once renowned painter wallows in grief and guilt subsisting on alcohol and drugs not
caring if he lives or dies but when a grieving mother asks eduardo to paint a portrait of the man who
killed her son he finds himself drawn to the unusual commission he alone understands her need to
look deep into the soul of the man who changed her life forever and he alone can help as eduardo
sets out to discover what it takes to know a killer he is pulled deeper and deeper into madrid s
criminal underworld where mercenaries prostitutes murderers and thieves are all entangled in a
dangerous and deadly web in which nothing and no one are as they seem
Wound Ballistics 1962 a magical marvellous epic of an empire in collapse book one in the acclaimed
ottoman quartet by the award winning turkish author and political dissident la stampa italy tracking
the decline and fall of the ottoman empire ahmet altan s ottoman quartet spans fifty years from the
end of the nineteenth century to the post wwi rise of atatu rk as leader of the new turkey in like a
sword wound a modern day resident of istanbul is visited by the ghosts of his ancestors finally free to
tell their stories under the broad dark wings of death among the characters who come to life are an
ottoman army officer the sultan s personal doctor a scion of the royal house whose western education
brings him into conflict with his family s legacy and a beguiling turkish aristocrat who while fond of
her emancipated life in paris finds herself drawn to a conservative muslim spiritual leader as their
stories of intimate desire and personal betrayal unfold the society that spawned them is transforming
and the sublime empire disintegrating here is a turkish saga reminiscent of war and peace written in
lively contemporary prose that traces not only the social currents of the time but also the erotic and
emotional lives of its characters an engrossing novel of obsessive love and oppressive tyranny a tale
of collapse that dramatizes the fateful moments of an empire and its subjects publishers weekly
starred review
Breathing Through the Wound 2018-10-09 in this groundbreaking book dr ariel unveils her
breakthrough self healing system 7 master keys to inner peace and thequest life mastery path she
demystifies the psyche like no other work has done and provides tools to quickly resolve issues heal
addictions restore harmony in relationships master your psychology and remove the scars from your
painful past through years of pioneering work in the psyche she made many landmark discoveries
uncovered the cause of suffering and developed a cure that could change the destiny of the planet
distilled into seven powerful steps thequest is designed to accelerate a personal and planetary
transformation that could help end suffering on earth
Medical Department, Army: Wound Ballistics 2009-12 in the newest yarn retreat mystery from the
national bestselling author of silence of the lamb s wool dessert chef casey feldstein continues to
develop her hidden talents for knitting and solving murders with two yarn retreats in the bag casey is
looking forward to running her third one at cadbury by the sea s vista del mar hotel on the monterey
peninsula this time each knitter will get a mystery bag of knitting materials to turn into a personal
project but casey gets tangled up in another retreat at the same hotel when the organizer and his
wife have a very public spat as casey is delivering her baked goods later that night she finds the
woman dead in the bushes with a magician s silk scarf nearby just like the scarf casey s ex boyfriend
sammy used during his magic act at the retreat as sammy takes center stage as the prime suspect
casey and her friends will have to stitch together the clues before the real killer pulls a disappearing
act includes knitting patterns and a recipe
Like a Sword Wound 2015-07-07 warrior s woman he had vowed to make her his wife when she was a
mere girl but now that alys clayton was a woman grown and ripe for the love of an honorable man
moon wolf knew that man could not be him for she had since been named wolf shadow a warrior
pledged to protect his people a well born beauty like alys deserved much more than a revel indian
could give her and moon wolf loved her too much to deny her anything alys had long waited for the
day when she would be reunited with the darkly handsome suitor who had filled her young heart with
yearning and once in moon wolf s tender embrace she longed to fulfill their vow of love but moon wolf
struggled against his passion stubbornly denying her the one thing that would make her truly his now
alys was determined to show the noble warrior that he need not walk alone and that theirs was a love
meant to be



TheQuest 2012-06-05 a rare achievement that discusses the witch wound with historical depth and
also offers practical invitations to heal the wound on a personal and collective level danielle dulsky
author of the holy wild you were born to live a magical life deep within your soul you know this it is
why you picked up this book but there is another reason why you now hold this book in your hands
because some part of you feels it is unsafe to fully embrace the magic that exists within and around
you this part of you carries an age old wound one that keeps you from claiming your magic owning
your power and shining fearlessly in your truth this is the witch wound healing the witch wound is not
about going back in time or dwelling on the atrocities of the past quite the opposite this work is about
taking steps now to reclaim your power live a more magical life and embody your most authentic self
this book will lead you through a diverse range of practices including spell work rituals meditations
and journal prompts to help you uncover and work through feelings of reticence uncertainty and fear
some practices may not resonate for you while others may be deeply impactful take what works
adapt and customize where you can and leave the rest this is your journey
Wound Up In Murder 2023-04-03 a colour drenched epic filled with vivid sex and violence from
indonesia s most exciting young author the epic novel beauty is a wound combines history satire
family tragedy legend humour and romance in a sweeping polyphony the beautiful indo prostitute
dewi ayu and her four daughters are beset by incest murder bestiality rape insanity monstrosity and
the often vengeful undead kurniawan s gleefully grotesque hyperbole functions as a scathing critique
of his young nation s troubled past the rapacious offhand greed of colonialism the chaotic struggle for
independence the 1965 mass murders of perhaps a million communists followed by three decades of
suharto s despotic rule beauty is a wound astonishes from its opening line one afternoon on a
weekend in may dewi ayu rose from her grave after being dead for twenty one years drawing on local
sources folk tales and the all night shadow puppet plays with their bawdy wit and epic scope and
inspired by melville and gogol kurniawan s distinctive voice brings something luscious yet astringent
to contemporary literature eka kurniawan was born in tasikmalaya indonesia in 1975 he studied
philosophy at gadjah mada university yogyakarta and has since published several novels and short
stories the rights to beauty is a wound have now been sold in 27 territories love and vengeance will
be published by pushkin press in 2017
Wolf Shadow's Promise 2016-06-02 now in its third edition equine wound management is the
authoritative resource for both theoretical and practical information on the care of wounds in horses
the most comprehensive resource on managing equine wounds organized by body region over 750
color photographs summaries at the beginning of each chapter and highlighted key information aid
readers to rapidly find relevant information companion website offers videos interactive multiple
choice questions and answers case studies and images from the book for download
Heal the Witch Wound 2016-10-12 a car accident had caused her to become a wisp of a green soul
but it had actually attached itself to the body of a young lady of an official since i m here i might as
well settle down fang zijun consoled himself she received a piece of news that caused her to be
stunned with her eyes wide open one month later they would be entering the palace for the talent
show with her title of doctor returning to the country it shouldn t be too arduous for her to stay in the
palace for three years it was a pity that his luck had made a fool of him and offended someone he
shouldn t have woman if you can t cure this king s illness don t even think of leaving the man s
sinister gaze taking advantage of his pale face trembled with fear woman you can only be this king s
woman in your life the man lightly smiled with a crafty gaze he was extremely proud woman even if
you have already gone to the underworld this king will still find you and bring you back it was a bit
domineering with a heart piercing regret that made him wish he was dead but there was nothing
more he could do last night the westerly wind withered the jade green trees alone on the tall building
looking at the road several entanglement things are different once the lead flower was washed away
one would be standing on top of the imperial court scheming to rule the world on the palace wall the
faint smile from yesterday could be heard after a few peach blossoms had drifted down it was as if he
was in the afterlife
Beauty is a Wound 2020-10-12
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